
 DAMAGE DEPOSITS 
 
 Beginning a Tenancy 
At the start of a Tenancy, usually at the time of the lease signing, Simple Pursuits Inc. 
requires a damage deposit that will be held in trust for the duration of the Tenancy. 
This will be no more than half of the first months rent and both the Simple Pursuits 
Inc. and the Tenant will conduct a recorded Conditions Inspection of the unit before 
the Tenant moves in. 
 
Paying a damage deposit means that a Tenancy agreement has been entered into 
and neither Simple Pursuits Inc. nor the Tenant can change their mind. Simple 
Pursuits Inc. cannot prevent the Tenant from moving in. Even if the Tenant doesn’t 
move into the rental unit, they’re responsible for all obligations under a Tenancy- 
including paying rent or repairing damages until the Tenancy has ended in the 
proper manner. 
 
Ending a Tenancy 
Upon moving out, Simple Pursuits Inc. and the Tenant will conduct a Conditions 
Inspection together to ensure that the unit has not been damaged and is clean and 
ready for the next Tenancy.  If there are damages or additional cleaning, the costs 
will be discussed to determine the amounts to be deducted from the original 
deposit. (See the General Damage Charges list) 
 
Damage Deposits must be returned to the Tenant within 15 days of the Tenancy 
ending unless there is discussion in writing. A forwarding address is required in 
writing in order for the Tenant to receive their Damage Deposit back. 
 
Interest is calculated by the BC Tenancy Bureau- see BC Tenancy Damage Deposit 
Calculator. However, it has been a long time since BC Tenants have received any 
interest on their held  damage deposite. In fact, the interest rate has been sitting at 
0% since 2009.  Please see the link below to confirm your interest calculation. 
http://www.housing.gov.bc.ca/rtb/WebTools/InterestOnDepositCalculator.html 
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